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Things are complicated by the fact her family works for Dong Fang Xiang, who she also grew up with.. No date has been set yet
for it to air in the Philippines, but nevertheless, it would be expected to be aired as soon as Taiwan has finished airing all the
episodes.. Unfortunately, the high life has gotten the best of Nick Mar 14, 2014 Guarda Hot shots 1 - 1991 - 1°Tempo - Video
Dailymotion - Bimbo su dailymotion.. Their encounter may just rewrite the school's basketball history Nick Fallin is a hotshot
lawyer working at his father's ultrasuccessful Pittsburgh law firm.. Around the same time, Yuan Da Ying falls for Zhan Jie Er
(Zhou Cai Shi), a scholarship student who reminds him of his childhood friend.

Two of the most loved men (in the Philippines) in Asian dramas come together in one fiery action-packed film Hot Shot, also
known as Basketball Fire (Lan Qiu Huo).. Jerry Yan, F4 (Dao Min Xi) of MeteorGarden, the unbeatable highest rating Asian
Drama, Wu Zun, Fahrenheit (Zuo Yi Quan) of Hana Kimi and together with singer/host Alan Luo shall soon hit the Philippines
by storm.. Synopsis:In a school where academic reigns supreme and sports are relegated to a dusty corner of the campus, Li
Ying (Coco Jiang) vows to revive the basketball team by volunteering to be the head coach.. Her first member is Yuan Da Ying
(Alan Lou), a country boy who is passionate for basketball but has no skill.. ABS-CBN has bought the franchise for the Taiwan
Drama Series Currently, CTV/GTV is still airing the series on Sunday in Taiwan, the latest of which is the Third Episode.
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Their recruitment goes into high gear when Dong Fang Xiang (Jerry Yan), a legendary basketball player, transfers to their
school.
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